Sea Around Us

Ambassador to
West Africa

O

by Dyhia Belhabib

“

ur driftnets don’t produce discards.”
“We don’t have illegal fishing – it’s
illegal.”
“Your methods are correct, but your results
don’t make sense.”
“Don’t tell them we fish in their waters, they
will deny us access.”
These were some of the amazing comments
I heard during my short visit to seven
West African countries earlier this year
as part of the “Sea Around Us Project and
PRCM: Marine Conservation Research,
Collaboration and Support in West Africa.”
(PRCM is the Regional Marine and Coastal
Conservation Programme for West Africa).
During my trip, I met with fisheries experts,
researchers, decision-makers, NGOs and
industry representatives to ground-truth the
catch reconstruction results for the different
countries.

I landed in Dakar on 4 April and met with
the USAID Collaborative Management of
Sustainable Fisheries in Senegal (COMFISH)
team early the next day. Going through
the presentation of Christopher Mathews
(director of USAID/COMFISH in Senegal)
for the upcoming meetings, made me
realize how sensitive the subject of catch
reconstructions was, and how diplomatic I
would need to be. I would have to choose
my words wisely.
The morning of April 6th, the Senegal
workshop began. Around 85 people showed
up, notably, the Department of Fisheries
(DPM), the Fisheries Research Institute
(CRODT), WWF, industrial and artisanal
fisheries representatives, the Department
of Fisheries Monitoring and Surveillance
(DPSP), the US Navy, the local university and
women from the fish processing industry, as

Conakry fishing port (Guinea). Fish trade and processing in West Africa is done mainly by women. (Photo:
Dyhia Belhabib)
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They had
noticed
shrinking
fish sizes,
shrinking
catches
and
shrinking
prices

well as the media. The main goal of the workshop
was to validate catch reconstruction results and
identify potential collaborators under the project
in West Africa. I remembered that in 2012, Senegal
denied the existence of any illegal activities in its
waters and under-reporting as well, so we had to
show some examples to demonstrate that Senegal
was not an exception. With Duncan Copeland, our
coordinator in West Africa, we prepared a “why
bother?” presentation where we brainstormed with
the audience on illegal fishing and under-reporting.
The following day, I presented technical details and
major results of the catch reconstruction, along
with the first estimates of illegal, unreported and
unregulated (IUU) fishing. Dougoutigui Koulibaly,
the executive secretary of the Industrial Fisheries
Association had a comment, and I was preparing
myself to be really diplomatic and nice. He said: I
couldn’t eat lunch; if your estimations are remotely
correct – and according to the audience, they seem
to make sense – we are in trouble and we need to
act now. I thought that we had come a long way
from last year’s sentiment of, “We don’t have illegal
fishing – it’s illegal.” One of the recommendations
resulting from the workshop that had to be sent
to the minister of fisheries was to create a working
group to validate the results by 15 May. Senegal
was ready to move ahead, and the people from the
administration showed a strong will to participate.
Our next stop: Nouadhibou, Mauritania. We landed
in Nouakchott, the capital city, and drove across the
stunning, sandy desert to Nouadhibou to meet with
staff of IMROP, the Mauritanian Institute of Fisheries
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Research. The meeting, although very casual, took
around four hours and we discussed every single
point of the methods. The organiser had us meet
with the Association of Artisanal Cephalopod
Fishermen with whom I used some mixed academicAlgerian Arabic to make myself understood. I
implanted keywords such as “domestic,” “industrial“
and “China” in their minds, waiting for them to blow
up. It didn’t work that well, as the fishers told me
they didn’t believe the fishing access agreement
with China would be of any benefit or harm to
them. The fact that China is building infrastructure
in the ports probably helped them forget the
negative impacts of overfishing. But they said they
had noticed shrinking fish sizes, shrinking catches
and shrinking prices. We met with the subsistence
fishing community and asked about their fishing
traditions so that we could consider this community
in our reconstruction of fisheries history. While the
representative of the national federation told us
that they don’t have under-reporting anymore,
and illegal fishing is rare, his colleague said they
don’t know what is happening in their waters, and
there is probably discarding and illegal fishing.
Two very different versions; the most realistic one
was obvious.
On our way back to Nouakchott, we stopped for
around 15 minutes at the beautiful National Park
of the Banc D’arguin (PNBA). I couldn’t possibly go
to West Africa without stopping at its most famous
national park, where overfishing in the adjacent
waters has severely depleted fisheries resources.
I managed to get to Monrovia by traveling from
Mauritania through Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire), then
Accra (Ghana) before heading back towards Liberia.
It was a ridiculous, 48 hour-long trip. I arrived in
Monrovia, hardly looking like a human being, and
about one hour later, I had the pleasure of meeting
with the Bureau of National Fisheries (BNF). One-on-
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Fanti canoes of Ghana and Guinean pirogues landing fish in the
port of Conakry in Guinea (TOP).
Duncan Copeland (centre left) and the author (centre right) at
a meeting with a member of the artisanal fishing association of
Conakry (far left) and Mr Kaba (far right), who is a representative
of Guniean artisanal fisheries (MIDDLE).
River-crossing by “ferry” in Sierra Leone. The “ferry” is a wooden
barge attached to a rope that allows it to be pulled forwards and
backwards (BOTTOM). (Photos: Dyhia Belhabib)

the bush. We finally made it to Freetown. The next
day, we went to the Ministry of Fisheries, where I
had the pleasure of meeting the deputy minister,
and a while later, the minister himself. Thereafter
we headed up to Guinea – the black hole of illegal
fishing in Africa. Before even crossing the border,
the friendly Sierra Leone immigration agents
warned us: “They are hostiles.”

Liberia
was one of
the most
challenging
countries to
reconstruct
catches
for, as
information
was scarce

one meetings, it turned out, were the best choice
for confirming or contradicting the information
others could have given me. The SeaMen Workers
Union, a group representing the benefits of workers
in the fishing industry, talked about industrial
discards and illegal Chinese pair trawling in Liberia.
Coordinators and project managers talked about
non-commercial fisheries, and the statistics division
provided data on discards, transshipping and the
real ownership of vessels. Liberia was one of the
most challenging countries to reconstruct catches
for, as information was scarce. Now it has been
enriched by solid, if anecdotal, knowledge. Recently
I also learned that after months of battling and
collaboration with East African countries, Liberia
has won a $2-million case against a Korean operator
fishing illegally in its waters!
Crossing the border is always a pain in West Africa;
however, the Liberia-Leonean border guards were
surprisingly nice and welcoming. The beauty of the
villages and the smiles of the children waving at us
made the trip less painful and reduced the stress
caused by our car breaking down in the middle of

Indeed, I would add that the country is not only the
black hole of illegal fishing, but of corruption, as it was
present even in the lowest levels of society. Alkaly
Dooumbouya, our collaborator from the fisheries
research institute of Conakry (Centre National
des Sciences halieutiques de Boussoura; CNSHB)
organized a workshop inviting the department of
surveillance, university representatives, the ministry
of fisheries and the CNSHB. However, it was more
appropriate to meet Mr Kaba, the representative of
artisanal fisheries, before the workshop, to grasp a
realistic picture of fisheries in Guinea. From Mr Kaba,
we learned about the politics of fisheries in Guinea,
and that the minister of fisheries himself had a
fishing company whose vessels were often spotted
off Sierra Leone! To tackle this conflict of interest,
a new department of surveillance was created
under the supervision of the Préfet maritime, an
important figure who made himself available for a
meeting after the workshop. I also had the pleasure
of meeting with some of the legends of fisheries in
West Africa, like Ibrahima Diallo, a Guinean fisheries
scientist who worked on establishing time series
for Guinean fisheries despite many technical and
financial challenges. We discussed our research,
and in general, people agreed with the methods
and partial results, were shocked by the cumulative
graphs, but finally accepted the overall outcomes.
After seven nights in Conakry, I was more than
relieved to leave Guinea, just because of the
perpetual harassment by police officers and
immigration agents, some of whom were former
mercenaries for Kaddafi.
I was happy finally to see the Bissau-Guinean
flag. The immigration checkpoint was in a little
village with a friendly imam checking passports.
(It occurred to me that this might be an easy way
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in for drug dealers, as Guinea Bissau is coming
to be known as the new Columbia of the world.)
Once at the hotel, there was barely enough power
for internet access, but we could contact our
collaborators from the Bissau-Guinean ministry of
fisheries and organise a meeting over Easter – a
four-day holiday for 13% of the population that
makes the entire nation happy. Meanwhile, we
met with local experts from IUCN and discussed
possible collaborations, especially on the topic
of marine protected areas. We presented our
results to Dr Victorino Nahada, the head of the
fisheries department. He understood the basic
concept and the rationale, as well as the data we
used. He didn’t have any negative nor positive
comments, but said politely that Guinea-Bissau
doesn’t have an industrial fleet, they don’t land
here and transhipping is illegal. Then we showed
him our satellite pictures of a reefer (refrigerated
container ship) operating consistently in GuineaBissau waters...

After a stop in The Gambia, I was getting ready to
return to Vancouver where a lot of follow-up work
was waiting for me. My journey in West Africa could
be summarized as productive, intense, emotional
and sometimes frustrating, but with a happy
ending. I grew up during this intense one-month
trip of workshop organisation, presentations and
interviews, questioning and interrogations in
seven countries of West Africa – amongst them
some of the poorest countries in the world. I also
learned how difficult it is to be a woman in the
manly world of fisheries. I learned to be patient and
diplomatic – an aspect of my character that I hadn’t
known of myself before. I learned to interview
people on very controversial topics and to gain
their trust. I was particularly proud to get some
of these countries out of their denial concerning
illegal fisheries. By the end, I was deemed to be
the Ambassador of the Sea Around Us Project in
West Africa.

Lost in Translation
by Wilf Swartz
It was May 2008. I had just returned from England
and was only beginning to reacquaint myself with
the world of fisheries science when Daniel first
approached me about helping to translate Darwin’s
Fishes, published in 2004 [1]. Daniel didn’t suspect
the rustiness of my Japanese, and explained that
my job would be to assist with checking the work of
Drs Mutsumi Nishida and Fumihito Muto, the Japanbased scientists who had volunteered to translate
his book [2] in its entirety from English to Japanese.
As such, my main responsibility was to read over
their manuscript for errors. Daniel had just read an
article by a professional translator who claimed that
translations in Japanese commonly have several
errors per page – including “howlers” – and he was
worried. Having worked quite closely with Daniel
for several years prior, I was well acquainted with
his eclectic sense of humour. I therefore anticipated
many howlers coming my way.
I accepted this task not only because I wanted
to help my mentor, but also because I had some
experience in translating; thus, I assumed a simple
biology book would be a piece of cake. In my
younger years, I had worked as a Coordinator of
International Relations for Fukuoka City Hall in
Japan, interpreting and translating city documents.

Daniel Pauly’s book Darwin’s Fishes Japanese Edition is available
from Tokai University Press.
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The
Paulian
sense of
humour
can also
be blunt
and
obvious,
and it
never
failed to
amuse me
during this
project

The pinnacle of my early career was when I
translated the Mayor’s speech for a presentation
to the United Nations. However, I quickly realized
that the Mayor of Fukuoka had not prepared me
for Darwin’s Fishes, which presented challenges
beyond the wildest nightmares of any professional
translator, much less an amateur. Not only was
the sheer diversity of the topics covered almost
overwhelming (i.e., Daniel’s musings wandered
from discussions on evolution and natural selection,
to politics, to the philosophy of science, to random
tidbits on taxonomy and history, and even sports
tactics), but also the tone in which these ideas
were presented varied almost as extensively. At
times, Daniel was passionate, and at times, he was
lighthearted, humourous or ironic.
As any alumnus of his undergraduate biology
course (BIOL 445) will tell you, Daniel is a cornucopia
of thoughts and ideas, and it often takes a very open
and creative mind to decipher their connections
and relevance to the overarching lecture topic.
The Paulian sense of humour can also be blunt
and obvious, and it never failed to amuse me
during this project. One of my favourite instances
was when Daniel explains that the English version
of Darwin’s Fishes, which covers all the fishes that
Darwin mentioned in his work, can be expressed
graphically like this:
<oDARWIN>{
or “abbreviated (and as a shoal)” like this:
<oCD>{ <oCD>{ <oCD>{ <oCD>{ <oCD>{ <oCD>{
Daniel points out that the longer version somehow
resembles a (European) mackerel (Scomber
scombrus), while the fish in the shoal resemble
Indo-Pacific mackerel (genus Rastrelliger). This one
kept me up into the wee hours of the morning as I
tried to figure out how best to explain it in Japanese.
Not only was I dealing with a heavy dose of scientific
gags from Daniel, but puns that, by their nature, are
impossible to translate faithfully.
Beyond the obvious grammatical and vocabulary
differences between Japanese and English,
translating cultural references was the most difficult

part of this project. Certain phrases can trigger
specific images or ideas that would makes sense to
a reader in Europe or North America, but they may
not have a similar connotation for those in Japan.
For example, in the English version, Daniel makes
reference to the French comic Asterix. Although
undoubtedly a Western classic, I assumed that
only a select few in Japan would understand this
reference in the first place, and I highly doubted
that any of them would be the type to also pick up
a copy of Darwin’s Fishes. After much deliberation,
we felt that the inclusion of a side note was the only
possible course of action. In other instances, we
replaced a metaphor by another, while maintaining
some sort of analogous structure. For example,
in his book, Daniel “keeps score” (e.g., between
feuding scientists) as in soccer matches. Even
though this reference would work in Japanese, we
chose instead to substitute sumo wrestling, where
victors are indicated by the judge’s fan. We felt this
would be much more playful.
Although I now look back and laugh about many
of these anecdotes, I know that, ultimately, I gained
an incredible amount of insight and respect for
scientific translating, and ultimately, for scientific
communication. One of the most important jobs
of a scientist is conveying information and ideas to
the public. This, however, cannot be done through
detailed elaborations or extensive equations, and
being able to capture the essence of a story is key.
A science joke can be hard enough to appreciate in
one language, not to mention one with an entirely
different writing system and culture. Without the
skills required not only to translate words, but key
messages as well, the science at the core of projects
such as this would likely be overlooked. Or, at the
very worst, lost.
Notes
[1] Pauly D (2004) Darwin’s Fishes: an encyclopedia of
ichthyology, ecology and evolution. Cambridge
University Press. p. 340.
[2] Pauly D (2012) ダーウィンフィッシュ:ダーウィン
の魚たちＡ〜Ｚ [Japanese edition of Darwin’s
Fishes: an encyclopedia of ichthyology, ecology
and evolution. Cambridge University Press,
2004]. Translated by Nishida N and Muto F. Tokai
University Press, Kanagawa, Japan. 444 p.
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